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RING DANCE

LEFT TOP: Now you keep away from me! CENTER TOP: Brian always smiles after a few. RIGHT BOTTOM: Disco Dave gives us his cool state. CENTER BOTTOM: What a lovely couple. CENTER MIDDLE: What can we say!
SERVICE PROJECTS
Its early Saturday morning and the alarm goes off. You can't figure it out and then you realize that it's company project time. You drag yourself to the unit and its to work you go. There you moan and groan but continue. When done with your task the feeling of helping someone makes the time worth it.
ATHLETICS

CENTER TOP: Ah, huh, that felt good! RIGHT BOTTOM: No! It's my ball! CENTER BOTTOM: The juniors try one more time. CENTER MIDDLE: Is it a bird? Is it a plane? LEFT BOTTOM: TWO!
AWARDS CEREMONY

LEFT TOP: Color Girl Jennith Hoyt gives us her winning smile. CENTER TOP: ... and our 2nd place winners get these handcrafted bowling bags. CENTER BOTTOM: Dave, are you really sure you want to commit Hari-Kari? LEFT BOTTOM: Rick amazes everyone with his skill as MC.
DRILL
LEFT TOP: Nuke pool! CENTER TOP: Just two wild and crazy guys. RIGHT TOP: Are sure this is the way they taught you in the Boy Scouts? RIGHT MIDDLE: Look ma, no hands! RIGHT BOTTOM: Yes, we were made for each other. CENTER MIDDLE: And then I was at 20,000 feet LEFT BOTTOM: Ever wonder why this guy is always alone?
AND MORE CANDIDS

LEFT TOP: This looks worse than C-rate!
RIGHT CENTER: Midshipmen Sly Dog and Joe Cool. RIGHT BOTTOM: Did you know that I think we have a lot in common? CENTER MIDDLE: We're just a bunch of kids out for some nice clean fun! CENTER BOTTOM: Can you believe I actually have someone to dance with for a change! LEFT BOTTOM: How much longer can this rope be?
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EDITOR’S NOTE:

Well, the 1981 Harpoon is coming to an end and I’ll tell you, it has been quite an experience. Throughout the school year it was a source of great frustration for myself, but now I can look back and view it more objectably and I realize that I really enjoyed it. I hope that everyone who owns this book derives much pleasure from the memories that it contains. To all of the Unit, Good Luck in the future!

Craig Batchelder
Harpoon Editor
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